AQUARIUM LINE CHROMA
1. SAFETY
DANGER
to avoid possible electric shock, special care should be taken when
handling a wet aquarium. For each of the following situations do not attempt repairs
yourself, return the item to an authorized GIESEMANN service point for service or
repair.
a)

do not use any appliance if it has a damaged power-cord or plug, if it is in malfunction
or if it has dropped or damaged in any manner.

b) To avoid the possibility of the appliance plug or receptacle getting wet, position the
aquarium stand and tank to one side of a wall mounted receptacle to prevent water
from dripping onto the receptacle or plug. You should create a dripping loop for each
cord connecting an aquarium item. The dripping loop is that part of the cord below the
level of the item or the connector.
If the plug, an extension bar or the technical item itself does goes wet, DO NOT
unplug the cord. Disconnect the fuse or circuit breaker that supplies power to the
outlet. Then unplug the device and examine for presence of water in the receptacle
c)

Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children

d)

To avoid injury do not contact moving parts

e)

Always unplug any appliance from an outlet when not in use, before putting on or
taking off parts, and before cleaning. Never pull the cord itself to remove the plug
from the outlet.

f)

Do not use an appliance for anything other than its intended use. The use of
attachments not recommended or sold by the appliance manufacturer may cause an
unsafe condition

g) Make sure an appliance mounted on a tank is securely installed before operating it.
h) Read all manuals and instructions of the used items carefully
2. UNPACKING THE AQUARIUM
We have produced your GIESEMANN aquarium with the utmost care using most advanced
production techniques. Extra strong packaging has been used to prevent damage to the
aquarium. Please note however, that your aquarium has been transported and handled several
times prior to reaching its final destination. We recommend therefore, that you test the
aquarium for leaks in a suitable area, by filling it with water and checking it very carefully.
a)

remove the protective packaging - NEVER USE A SHARP KNIFE TO OPEN THE
PACKAGING – THIS COULD DAMAGE THE DÉCOR OR THE GLASS

b)

check if there is any damage either on the tank or the cabinet

c)

check if the delivery is complete:
- aquarium cabinet
- glass aquarium
- aquarium pelmet with middle profile
- 2 PULZAR LED bars (marine version)
- filter-sump with pump(marine version)
- protein skimmer (marine version)
- preinstalled pipes, 2 valves and hoses

3. SETTING UP THE AQUARIUM
Having made your checks, you should select the most suitable and desirable position for your
aquarium. The position selected should have an even and level surface and should be able to
support the weight of the filled aquarium. In order to prevent excessive algae growth, we
recommend that you select a position that is not exposed to direct daylight.
CHROMA 120
weight approx. 700 kg
CHROMA 160
weight approx. 1000 kg
In order to set up your aquarium and to prepare it for its intended use, please follow the
following guidelines.
1. Place the cabinet in its chosen location (leave a gap between cabinet and wall to allow a
good air circulation)
2. Put the aquarium onto the cabinet
3. The complete system must be positioned on a level surface
4. Ensure that the location is able to support the weight of the filled aquarium
5. Our aquariums are built with a special bottom frame for security. The aquarium
should be placed directly onto the cabinet. DO NOT place any additional
support, e.g. polystyrene, under the aquarium since this is not necessary with
our aquariums.
6. Adjust the door hinges of the aquarium. Once they are adjusted, wipe these with a
few drops oil to prevent corrosion from salty air
7. Remove carefully the protection film from all parts of the cabinet
4. INSTALLATION OF THE TECHNICAL PARTS
BEFORE installing the technical, we recommend, that you test the aquarium for leaks in a
suitable area, by filling it with tap-water and checking it very carefully. If everything is fine,
siphon the water from the tank to empty it.
1. Tighten the bulkheads and all PVC parts
2. Check all hoses and pipes
3. Install the technical components according to the manual of these products
5. MAINTANANCE
1. Clean your cabinet right away once it becomes wet or dirty – at least once a week
2. Clean the cabinet weekly from the inside, avoid high humidity inside the cabinet
by using a fan. Avoid any kind of splash-water or salt creep
3. Clean the hinges of your cabinet regularly with an oily cloth to avoid corrosion.
Adjust the hinges if necessary from time to time
4. Check all technical items regularly and check if no part at your tank is leaking

Guarantee
We guarantee the performance of the GIESEMANN-aquarium product or its
accessories to the purchaser for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase
according to the following conditions:
§ 1 Extent of the guarantee
(1) This guarantee extends to the GIESEMANN aquarium product and its components
excluding items subject to wear and tear such as light tubes and accessories. It is
limited to the product as such and does not cover damage to other property and/or
individuals. In addition, the provisions of the product liability law apply. These
provisions are not limited by the aforementioned arrangement.
(2) It is the prerogative of GIESEMANN-aquarium to decide whether the guarantee is
performed by means of repair or replacement.
§ 2 Guarantee period and settlement procedure
(1) The guarantee period begins on the day of the purchase of the product from the
retailer. Claims under this guarantee will not be honored, if
(a) the damage is caused as a result of improper use or maintenance or nonobservance of the instructions given in this manual
(b) the product or its components have been maintained by persons or companies
not authorized by the manufacturer to do so
(c) the product or its components have been damaged by mechanical means of
whatsoever kind, in particular broken glass or damages caused by water
(2) All claims under this guarantee have to be notified to the retailer, from whom the
aquarium has been purchased without delay, however, not longer than 2 weeks from
the day of first occurrence of defects. Rights under the consumer protection laws will
remain unaffected.
(3) Guarantee claims will only be accepted if the validity of the claim is supported by
evidence of purchase of the GIESEMANN-aquarium product.
This declaration of guarantee is a translation only. In case of doubts the original
German language version prevails.

We reserve the right to make technical alterations.

